INDI-Lite

IP65 rated industrial style luminaire
The Indi-Lite range of luminaires offer a cost
effective method of providing efficient mains
lighting from high lumen output T5 lamps enclosed
in attractive but robust IP65 rated polycarbonate
enclosures, resistant to moisture and dust. The
polycarbonate lenses provide wide distribution with
a degree of upward light.
The luminaires are supplied complete with
stainless steel clips, removable geartray,
suspension brackets and two 20mm glands.
There is a choice between twin and single lamp
variants. The luminaires are available as standard
mains only or integral addressable emergency
fittings. The luminaires can also be supplied with
T8 lamps as an option.
All emergency versions provide 3 hour duration as
standard, from integral high temperature Nickel
Cadmium batteries. The emergency versions can
be used as part of the general lighting via a
switched mains supply but they will automatically
provide emergency lighting in the event of a
complete loss of normal mains supply.

Key Features
Polycarbonate base and defuser
Electronic HF gear
IP65 Rated
Stainless steel clips
Slim attractive design

Specification
Supply Voltage

230Volt (220-240V) @ 50Hz

Light Source

Single and Twin 28W/35W/49W T5 and 18W/36W/58W (T8)

Battery

Nickel cadmium 4AHr

Recharge Period

24 Hours (14 hours for 1 hour duration)

The luminaire is suitable for both surface and
suspension mounting. The luminaires have two
20mm glands and suspension brackets

Cable Entry

Two 20mm gland entries

IP Rating

IP65 at Ta 25°C

Construction

Polycarbonate base and diffuser

The luminaire fully complies with the requirements
of EN60598.2.22 and supports all of the features of
the Lux Intelligent emergency lighting test panels.

Geartray

Removable white steel geartray

Installation

Order Codes and Options
IND128/AC:
IND228/AC:
IND128/M3/P:
IND228/M3/P:
IND258/AC:
IND258/M3/P:

Indi-Lite single 28W T5 mains only lumianire
Indi-Lite double 28W T5 mains only lumianire
Indi-Lite single 28W T5 3 hour maintained
addressable luminaire
Indi-Lite double 28W T5 3 hour maintained
addressable luminaire
Indi-Lite double 58W T8 mains only luminaire
Indi-Lite double 58W T8 3 hour maintained
addressable luminaire
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